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Simulation of Crack Propagation in Anisotropic Structures Using the Boundary Element Shape Sensitivities and Optimization Techniques
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Using the boundary element shape sensitivities of multi-region domains coupled with an optimization algorithm and an automatic mesh generator, the crack kink angle and propagation path in anisotropic elastic solids are predicted. The maximum strain energy release rate criterion, best suited for the composite structures, has been employed. In contrast to the J-integral method, which would require the computation of stresses and strains at a series of internal points, here by direct differentiation of the structural response the strain energy release rates at the existing crack tip and new cracks for the period of crack growth are determined. The length of each kinked crack is treated as the shape design variable. The shape variable is then associated with the coordinates of a series of boundary nodes located on the new crack surface. Thus, the relevant velocity terms are applied together in the sensitivity analysis with respect to that variable to determine the energy release rate, which is the derivative of the total strain energy with respect to the crack length extension. Wherever possible the results are compared with the existing experimental, analytical and/or numerical results reported in the literature, in which good agreement is observed. It is shown that the present method is computationally more accurate and efficient. Two example problems with different anisotropic material properties are presented to validate the applications of this formulation. The results show that material anisotropy has a profound influence on the crack propagation of composites.

1. Introduction

Laminated composites are gaining importance in aerospace structural applications because of their attractive performance characteristics such as high strength-to-weight ratios, high stiffness-to-weight ratios, superior fatigue properties, and high corrosion resistance. Aircraft structures are prone to cracking due to wear and tear, especially when they are used beyond their fatigue life. The tensile strengths of composite laminates are significantly reduced when stress concentrations such as cracks and cutouts are present. The Finite Element(FE) and Boundary Element(BE) are the most extensively used methods for the design and strength analysis of anisotropic structures, particularly, for solving fracture mechanics problems.
However, the BEM, being a boundary-oriented technique, can overcome a number of the difficulties associated with its main rival, the FEM. Early contribution to the development of the Boundary Element Method (BEM) for cracked anisotropic plates belongs to Snyder and Cruse [1].

The mixed-mode crack problems in two-dimensional linear elasticity can be characterized by a pair of stress intensity factors (SIF’s). For isotropic materials, SIFs have been used to predict fatigue crack growth and fracture. Generally, the most popular method to determine the SIFs of a cracked body is the J-integral method [2]. The J-integral is path-independent for all integral paths surrounding the crack tip. Using this method requires the computation of stresses and strains at a series of internal points around the crack, for evaluation of the path-independent integrals, which is obviously time consuming.

For elastic problems the $J_1$-integral is the energy release rate per unit extension of the crack. In conjunction with the Finite Element Method (FEM) or BEM, it is possible to use the shape sensitivity analysis to directly evaluate the sensitivities of the total strain energy where the crack length is being treated as the shape variable.

In a recent study by the author [3] the application of the boundary element shape sensitivity for the analysis of two dimensional anisotropic bodies with cracks of arbitrary shapes was presented. The design sensitivity analysis of multi-region domains with anisotropic material properties was carried out by direct differentiation of the structural response. The length of the crack of an arbitrary shape was treated as the shape variable. The shape variable was then associated with the coordinates of a series of boundary nodes located on the crack surfaces. Thus, the relevant velocity terms were applied together in the sensitivity analysis with respect to that variable to determine the derivatives of displacements, stresses and the elastic compliance of the structure with respect to the crack extension. Following the calculation of strain energy release rate (SERR) or the rate of energy released per unit of crack extension using the boundary element shape sensitivities, and using the related material property parameters of a composite material, the SIFs in pure or mixed mode I-II loading conditions were determined. The results showed the advantage of using the boundary element shape sensitivities in fracture mechanics over the J-integral method, both in terms of the computational modeling and numerical accuracy. It was also shown that although the SIF is of fundamental importance in the prediction of brittle failure using linear elastic fracture mechanics, the direct evaluation of the SERR would easily characterize the crack instability of a loaded laminated composite for different fibre orientations. For the cases studied,
Although there was a small variation in the normalized SIFs with respect to the fibre angle, the variation of the SERR with respect to the fibre orientation was more apparent.

In another study on instability analysis of delaminated composite cylindrical shells subject to axial compression, external pressure and bending, either applied individually or in combination [4-6], it was also shown that the SERR was more convenient to use for the prediction of crack growth and fracture of delaminated composite structures.

This paper continues the previous work of the author [3] and presents the application of the boundary element shape sensitivities and optimization techniques for the prediction of the crack kink angle and propagation path of two dimensional anisotropic bodies with cracks of arbitrary shapes.

It is well known that the crack kink direction mainly depends on the crack tip conditions. Various fracture criteria [7] have been established to determine the crack kink angle at which a pre-existing crack will propagate in an isotropic material. The most popular methods are the maximum tangential stress criterion (MTS) [8], the minimum strain energy density criterion (S-criterion) [9-10] and the maximum energy release rate criterion (Max. SERR) [11-12]. It should be noted that the T-criterion [13-14] is suitable for ductile fractures where the Mises elastic-plastic boundary is used near the crack tip.

Obviously, the fracture behaviour of anisotropic materials under mixed mode loading cannot be predicted by the same criteria that are developed for the isotropic materials and, therefore, when using the MTS and S-criterion some modifications must be made to include the effects of anisotropy [15-21].

This paper shows the advantage of using the boundary element shape sensitivities for prediction of the crack growth over other existing methods, both in terms of the computational modelling and numerical accuracy. The maximum SERR criterion which is well suited for both composite and isotropic structures has been employed. Two example problems with anisotropic material properties are presented to validate the applications of this formulation. Wherever possible the results have been compared with the corresponding experimental and analytical results reported in the literature, in which good agreement are observed. It should be noted that most existing methods, for the prediction of crack growth in fibre-reinforced composites rely on calculating the SIFs during the incremental process. However, in Ref.[3] it was shown that in comparison with the SERR, SIFs are less sensitive to the fibre angle.
Nomenclature

\[ A_{jk} = \text{complex constants} \]
\[ a = \text{length of an edge crack or half length of a central crack} \]
\[ \bar{a}_i = \text{crack length increment} \]
\[ a_{jk} = \text{elastic compliance matrix (j,k=1,2,6)} \]
\[ a_{11} = \frac{1}{E_1}, a_{22} = \frac{1}{E_2}, a_{12} = \frac{E_2}{E_1}, a_{66} = \frac{1}{G_{12}}, a_{16} = \frac{\eta_{12,1}}{E_1}, a_{26} = \frac{\eta_{12,2}}{E_2}, \]
\[ C_{jk}(P) = \text{limiting value of the surface integral of } T_{jk}(P,Q) \]
\[ E_k = \text{modulus of elasticity in the } x_k \text{ direction} \]
\[ E_s = \text{elastic compliance} \]
\[ F = \text{objective function} \]
\[ G_{\text{crit}} = \text{critical strain energy release rate} \]
\[ G_{12} = \text{shear modulus} \]
\[ J_k = (k=1,2), J-\text{Integral} \]
\[ K_I, K_{II}, K_{III} = \text{modes I, II and III stress intensity factors, respectively} \]
\[ N_a^*, N_b^* = \text{Stick node pair} \]
\[ n_1, n_2 = \text{direction cosines of the unit outward normal vector to the surface of the elastic body} \]
\[ P = \text{load point at the surface of the elastic domain} \]
\[ Q = \text{field point at the surface of the elastic domain} \]
\[ r_{jk} = \text{complex constants} \]
\[ s = \text{domain boundary} \]
\[ T_{jk}(P,Q) = \text{jth component of the traction vector at point Q due to a unit point load in the kth direction at P} \]
\[ t_j = \text{traction vector} \]
\[ U_{jk} = \text{jth component of the displacement vector at point Q due to a unit point load in the kth direction at P} \]
\[ u_j = \text{displacement vector} \]
\[ x_i = \text{global rectangular Cartesian coordinates} \]
\[ x_{h=1,2} = \text{x- or y-coordinate of a design variable} \]
\[ x_i^* = \text{rectangular Cartesian coordinates at the crack tip} \]
\[ X = \text{design variable} \]
\[ W = \text{strain energy density} \]
\[ z_j = \text{complex coordinates} \]
\[ \phi = \text{crack kink angle with respect to the global } x\text{-axis} \]
\[ \phi = \frac{E_1}{E_2} \text{ ratio} \]

\[ \beta = \text{crack semi-angle} \]

\[ \delta_{jk} = \text{Kronecker delta} \]

\[ \varepsilon_{jk} = \text{strain tensor} \]

\[ \mu_s = \text{roots of the characteristic equation} \]

\[ \nu_{jk} = \text{Poisson’s ratio} \]

\[ \theta_0 = \text{crack kink angle} \]

\[ \sigma_{jk} = \text{stress tensor} \]

\[ \tau = (0.38197) \), predefined factor using the Golden Section Method \]

\[ \psi = \text{fibre orientation angle} \]

\[ \zeta_i = \text{coordinates of load point} \]

### 2. Prediction of the crack kink angle and propagation path

The SIF is of fundamental importance in the prediction of brittle failure using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). It is a function of both the cracked geometry and the associated loading. \( K_I \) and \( K_{II} \) are the Mode I and Mode II SIFs, respectively. They characterise the stress fields in the vicinity of the crack tip with respect to a local Cartesian \((x_1^*, x_2^*)\) system which has its origin at the tip of the crack (point B) and is oriented with the angle of \( \phi \) with respect to the global Cartesian system \((x_1, x_2)\), as shown in Fig.1. If the length of the crack (AB) of arbitrary shape is treated as the shape variable, this shape variable can then be associated with the coordinates of a series of boundary nodes located on the crack surfaces. Thus, the relevant velocity terms are applied together in the sensitivity analysis with respect to that variable to determine the derivatives of displacements, stresses and the elastic compliance of the structure with respect to the crack length extension [3]. The derivative of the elastic compliance is equivalent to the SERR per unit of crack extension or \( J_1 \) integral. Following the calculation of the SERR, and the related material property parameters of a composite material, the SIFs of the structure in single or mixed mode loading conditions can be determined [3]. Obviously, the application of the boundary element shape sensitivities in crack analysis over the J-integral method is computationally more efficient and accurate.

For a two-dimensional plane stress or plane strain problem subject to mixed mode loading, a crack grows in a non-collinear fashion where the direction of crack extension makes an angle with respect to the existing crack line. This angle is called the crack kink angle or crack initiation angle, designated \( \theta_0 \) in this study. Fig. 2a shows a two-dimensional domain with a side crack of arbitrary shape with the length (a). Assuming the crack is extended along BD, an imaginary boundary along which an incremental crack extension \((\overline{a})\) is assumed to occur. This is due to the fact that crack kinking induces a geometric discontinuity at the crack tip.
Clearly, the SERR at the tip of the parent crack (B) and the tip of the new kinked crack (C) are different. Now, if the length of the new crack (BC) is treated as the shape variable, similar to the method explained above, the SERR with respect to the crack extension at point C can be determined.

Based on the Max. SERR criterion, the crack will grow in such a direction \( (\theta_0) \) for which the SERR has a maximum value, which means that at the onset of crack kinking tip \( \frac{\partial J_1}{\partial \theta} = 0 \).

Therefore, the prediction of the crack kink angle can be treated as the minimization of the constrained function of one variable, where the objective function \( (F) \) and the design variable \( (X) \) are the SERR \( (J_1) \) and the crack kink angle \( (\theta_0) \), respectively. Since at the onset of crack growth the SERR is maximum, the negative value of the SERR will be considered as the objective function. The limits on the variable and the fixed outer boundary can be treated as the geometrical constrains. Several methods are available for numerically solving the one-dimensional constrained minimization problem. These can be classified as interpolation and elimination methods [22].

The interpolation procedure involves the evaluation of the objective function at several points and fitting a polynomial to those known points. The minimum of this polynomial is a good estimate to the minimum of the objective function. The advantage of this method is that it requires a few function evaluations. However, for highly nonlinear functions the approximation may be quite poor and cannot be used for discontinuous functions.

The elimination methods can be used for the minimization of even discontinuous functions. This assumes the function is unimodal, so there is no need for continuous derivatives. A unimodal function has only one peak in a given interval. If a function is unimodal in a given range, the interval in which the minimum lies can be narrowed down. The most efficient form of the elimination method is the Golden Section Method (GSM) [22] which has been employed in this study. This method has a good rate of convergence and is very reliable for poorly conditioned problems. In this method it is assumed that lower and upper bounds on the design variable \( (X) \) are \( X_L \) and \( X_U \), respectively, and their function values \( F_L \) and \( F_U \) are known. During the process, the initial interval of uncertainty \( (X_U - X_L) \) reduces to a fraction \( (\varepsilon) \) of the initial interval. If \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \) are two intermediate points with the function values of \( F_1 \) and \( F_2 \), respectively, such that \( X_1 < X_2 \), then the interval of uncertainty is reduced in each iteration by the equation,

\[
X_1 = (1 - \tau)X_L + \tau X_U
\]  

(1)
Or

\[ X_2 = \tau X_L + (1 - \tau) X_U \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( \tau = 0.38197 \) is a predefined factor in GSM. During the iterative process, if \( F_1 > F_2 \), \( X_L \) is replaced by \( X_1 \) and \( X_1 \) is replaced by \( X_2 \), then \( X_2 \) is calculated by equation (2). If \( F_1 < F_2 \), \( X_U \) is replaced by \( X_2 \) and \( X_2 \) is replaced by \( X_1 \), then \( X_1 \) is updated by equation (1).

If there are constrains, then the design may be initially feasible or infeasible. Either way, an arbitrary initial step is estimated by using the slope of the function, next the bounds on the solution should be found and then reduced using GSM. Finally, the last four function values \((X_L, X_1, X_2, X_U)\) can be interpolated with a cubic polynomial approximation or they may be compared and the best approximate value can be picked.

Fig. 2b shows a typical crack propagation path which has originated from an initial or parent crack in several increments, where \( \overline{a}_i \) is the size of the crack extension in each step. In each increment, the crack kink angle can be calculated iteratively using the GSM. During the iterative process, the new kinked crack geometry is continuously changing and it requires automatic re-meshing. Each iteration includes three main stages: Firstly, analysis of the stress, displacement and elastic compliance is carried out. Secondly, using the boundary element shape sensitivities, the derivative of the elastic compliance with respect to the crack extension at the tip of the possible new crack, which is equivalent to \( J_1 \)-integral, is determined. Finally, the local stability and incremental path for mixed mode cracks is examined, where incremental changes in crack length require release of sticking boundary elements along the crack path, updating of crack geometry and automatic re-meshing of the elements between the sub-regions. The reason is that the crack direction in each iteration changes.

Clearly crack instability is associated with the stationary value of the total energy. Beyond this point, the energy released during an incremental crack extension exceeds the energy required to create new crack surfaces. Therefore, at the onset of the crack growth,

\[ J_1 = \frac{dE}{da} = G_{\text{crit}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( G_{\text{crit}} \) is the critical SERR. During the iterative process, it is assumed that the applied external forces are large enough so that the fracture criterion, equation (3), holds and the size of the crack extension \( \overline{a}_i \) during each increment is kept constant. It should be noted that the algorithm is capable of changing these factors during the optimization process.
Fig. 3 shows the flow diagram of the algorithm used to simulate crack growth. This includes four main stages:

- An analysis of the stresses and displacements for a given cracked structure using the BEM.
- Sensitivity analysis corresponding to possible changes to the crack geometry using the BEM.
- Numerical optimization to predict the crack growth direction using the GSM.
- Automatic regeneration of the boundary element mesh.

The following reviews the stress analysis and sensitivity analysis for a cracked structure using the BEM and also application of the proposed algorithm to investigate the effect of material anisotropy on the crack propagation of composites.

### 3. Review of the boundary element method for anisotropic elasticity

The BEM is based on the unit load solutions in an infinite body, known as the fundamental solutions, used with the reciprocal work theorem and appropriate limit operations. The Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) of the anisotropic materials is an integral constraint equation relating boundary tractions (\(t_j\)) and boundary displacements (\(u_j\)) and it may be written as [23]

\[
C_{jk}u_j(P) + \int_T T_{jk}(P,Q)u_j(Q)ds(Q) = \int_T U_{jk}(P,Q)t_j(Q)ds(Q) \quad j, k = 1, 2
\]  

(4)

\(P(\zeta_1, \zeta_2)\) and \(Q(x_1, x_2)\) are the field and load points, respectively. \(U_{jk}(P,Q)\) and \(T_{jk}(P,Q)\) are the fundamental solutions that represent the displacements and tractions, respectively, in the \(x_k\) direction at \(Q\) because of a unit load in the \(x_j\) direction at \(P\) in an infinite body. The constant term \(C_{jk}\) depends on the local geometry of the boundary at \(P\) and is equal to \(\frac{1}{2} \delta_{jk}\) for a smooth boundary, where \(\delta_{jk}\) is the Kronecker delta. The load point \(P\) and the field point \(Q\) are defined on the complex plane as

\[
z_k = (x_1 - \zeta_1) + \mu_k(x_2 - \zeta_2) \quad k = 1, 2
\]  

(5)

\(\mu_1, \mu_2\) are the roots of the characteristic equation of the anisotropic material [24],

\[
a_{22} - 2\mu a_{26} + (2a_{12} + a_{66})\mu^2 - 2a_{16}\mu^4 + a_{14}\mu^6 = 0.
\]  

(6)

The coefficients \(a_{jk}\) are the elastic compliance of the material. For especially orthotropic materials, \(a_{16} = a_{26} = a_{63} = 0\). [25].

The fundamental solutions for displacements and tractions, respectively, can be written as
\[ U_{jk} = 2 \text{Re} \left[ r_{k1} A_{j1} \ln(z_1) + r_{k2} A_{j2} \ln(z_2) \right] \]
\[ T_{j1} = 2 n_1 \text{Re} \left[ \mu_i A_{j1} / z_1 + \mu_2 A_{j2} / z_2 \right] - 2 n_2 \text{Re} \left[ \mu_i A_{j1} / z_1 + \mu_2 A_{j2} / z_2 \right] \]
\[ T_{j2} = -2 n_1 \text{Re} \left[ \mu_i A_{j1} / z_1 + \mu_2 A_{j2} / z_2 \right] + 2 n_2 \text{Re} \left[ A_{j1} / z_1 + A_{j2} / z_2 \right] \]

where \( n_i \) are the unit outward normal components at \( Q \) with respect to the \( x_1-x_2 \) coordinate system. The constants \( r_{ij} \) are
\begin{align*}
    r_{ij} &= a_{ij} \mu_j^2 + a_{i2} - a_{i6} \mu_j \\
    r_{2j} &= a_{12} \mu_j / \mu_j - a_{26}
\end{align*}

and \( A_{jk} \) are complex constants that can be obtained from the following set of equations:
\begin{align*}
    A_{j1} - \overline{A}_{j1} + A_{j2} - \overline{A}_{j2} &= \delta_{j1} / 2 \pi i \\
    \mu_i A_{j1} - \overline{\mu_i} A_{j1} + \mu_2 A_{j2} - \overline{\mu_2} \overline{A}_{j2} &= -\delta_{j1} / 2 \pi i \\
    r_1 A_{j1} - r_{11} A_{j1} + r_2 A_{j2} - r_{12} A_{j2} &= 0. \\
    r_{12} A_{j1} - r_{12} \overline{A}_{j1} + r_{22} A_{j2} - r_{22} \overline{A}_{j2} &= 0.
\end{align*}

An elastic body with several cracks may be divided into several sub-regions where the crack faces coincide with the boundaries of the sub-regions. The multi-region modeling approach was first exploited for crack modeling by Blandford et al [26] where BIE (Equation 4) is employed individually for each sub-region(L) in turn.
\[
    C_{jk}^{(L)}(P) u_j^{(L)}(Q) + \int_{\partial L} T_{jk}^{(L)}(P, Q) u_j^{(L)}(Q) ds^{(L)}(Q) = \int_{\partial L} U_{jk}^{(L)}(P, Q) t_j^{(L)}(Q) ds^{(L)}(Q) \quad j, k = 1, 2
\]

The boundary-element implementation of equation (10) entails boundary discretization. Quadratic isoparametric elements can be employed for the analyses. Substitution of these isoparametric representations into equation (10) will result in a set of linear algebraic equations for the unknown displacements and tractions at the nodes on the boundary of the solution domain [27-29].

Then, appropriate continuity and equilibrium conditions are applied at the common sub-region interface before the linear algebraic equations are solved. For example, for two sub-regions, \( R_a \) and \( R_b \), respectively,
\begin{align*}
    u_i^{R_a} &= u_i^{R_b}, & t_i^{R_a} + t_i^{R_b} &= 0.
\end{align*}

4. Sensitivities of the structural response for a multi-region domain and strain energy release rate

In Ref.[3] the crack length of arbitrary geometric shape was selected as the shape design variable. Then, the shape variable was associated with the coordinates of a series of boundary
nodes located on the crack surface. Thus, the relevant velocity terms were applied together in the sensitivity analysis with respect to that variable to determine the gradients of the elastic compliance or the SERR with respect to the crack length extension.

The following shows how the sensitivities of displacements, stresses and elastic compliance with respect to the boundary point coordinates for a multi-region domain were calculated.

Direct differentiation of the BIE for each sub-region with respect to a design variable, $x_h$ (which is most likely to be the coordinate of a node on the crack surface) results in the following equation [3]:

$$
\frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ C^{(L)}_{jk} \frac{\partial u_j^{(L)}(P) \partial u_j^{(L)}(P)}{\partial x_h} + \int_{n(L)} \left[ \left( T^{(L)}_{jk}(P,Q) u_j^{(L)}(Q) + T^{(L)}_{jk}(P,Q) \frac{\partial u_j^{(L)}(Q)}{\partial x_h} \right) ds^{(L)}(Q) + \int_{n(L)} \left[ \frac{\partial U^{(L)}_{jk}(P,Q) u_j^{(L)}(Q)}{\partial x_h} \right] \right] \right] = \int_{n(L)} \left[ \int_{s} \left[ \frac{\partial U^{(L)}_{jk}(P,Q) u_j^{(L)}(Q)}{\partial x_h} \right] \right] ds^{(L)}(Q)$$

$$j, k = 1, 2$$

The derivatives of the terms that only depend on the geometry will be carried out similar to the isotropic materials [28]. The derivatives of the kernels for anisotropic materials will be as follows [29]:

$$\frac{\partial U_{jk}}{\partial x_h} = 2 \frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ \text{Re} \left( r_{11}A_{j1} \ln(z_1) + r_{12}A_{j2} \ln(z_2) \right) \right]$$

$$\frac{\partial T_{j1}}{\partial x_h} = 2n_1 \frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu^2_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu^2_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \right] + 2 \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu^2_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu^2_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \frac{\partial(n_1)}{\partial x_h}$$

$$- 2n_2 \frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \right] - 2 \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \frac{\partial(n_2)}{\partial x_h}$$

$$\frac{\partial T_{j2}}{\partial x_h} = -2n_1 \frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \right] - 2 \text{Re} \left( \frac{\mu_{11}A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{\mu_{12}A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \frac{\partial(n_1)}{\partial x_h}$$

$$+ 2n_2 \frac{\partial}{\partial x_h} \left[ \text{Re} \left( \frac{A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \right] + 2 \text{Re} \left( \frac{A_{j1}}{z_1} + \frac{A_{j2}}{z_2} \right) \frac{\partial(n_2)}{\partial x_h}$$

The coefficients $\mu_j$ and $A_{jk}$ depend on the material properties and are independent of the boundary nodes coordinates.
For calculation of the sensitivities of an elastic body which is divided into several sub-regions, the boundary constraints, equation 17, must be differentiated with respect to the design variable. The differentiated form of the boundary constraints will create relationships between the derivatives of the displacements and tractions of the node pairs. For the stick node pair (N_a^*,N_b^*) the differentiated form of equation (11) is,

\[
\frac{du_i^{Na}}{dx_h} = \frac{du_i^{Nb}}{dx_h}, \quad \frac{dt_i^{Na}}{dx_h} + \frac{dt_i^{Nb}}{dx_h} = 0. \quad i = 1,2
\]  

(14)

Thus, the design sensitivity analysis is carried out by direct differentiation of the structural response with respect to design variables. Following the calculation of displacement gradients, the derivatives of stresses can be obtained.

The elastic compliance is evaluated as the strain energy of the structure

\[ E_s = \frac{1}{2} \int t_j u_j ds \]  

(15)

The derivatives of the elastic compliance, with respect to the boundary point coordinate, \( x_h \), can also be calculated analytically as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial E_s}{\partial x_h} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \int t_j \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_h} ds + \int t_j \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_h} ds + \int u_j t_j \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_h} (ds) \right]
\]  

(16)

Ref.[30] presents the novel application of the boundary element method (BEM) to the optimum shape design of composite structures. The sensitivities of the elastic compliance coupled with the feasible direction method, as the optimization algorithm, and an automatic mesh generator were employed for the shape optimization of anisotropic structures for the highest stiffness. The constraints were upon stresses, weight and geometry of the structure. The effect of engineering constants on the optimum shape of composite structures was studied. There are hardly any other publications available on the shape optimisation of composite structures.

For a cracked structure, when the boundary points on the crack surfaces are treated as the design variables, the rate of energy released per unit of crack extension along the \( x_1^* \) axis is the same as the derivative of the elastic compliance of the structure or \( J_1 \) integral.

The \( J \)-integral method was first developed by Rice [2] to characterize fracture for two dimensional configurations modeled by a linear or nonlinear elastic material. For such a material of unit thickness containing a traction free crack, the \( J_k \) integral is defined as

\[ J_k = \int_c \left( W_{n_k} - t_i u_{j,k} \right) ds \]  

(17)
where j,k=1,2, W is the strain energy density, S is a generic contour surrounding the crack tip, \( t_i, \sigma_i n_i \) are the traction components defined along the contour and \( n_i \) are the components of the unit outward normal to the contour path. Using the J-integral method, a circular path may be generated with the centre at the crack tip, defining the number of internal points to be computed, beginning on one crack face and finishing on the other. With the numerical integration of equation (17), \( J_1 \) can then be determined.

In contrast to the J-integral method which would require the computation of stresses and strains at a series of internal points around the crack for evaluation of the path-independent integrals, here the SERR or \( J_1 \) integral is evaluated by direct differentiation of the structural response for a multi-region domain.

It should be mentioned that for the prediction of a crack propagation path, the SERRs at the existing crack tip and new cracks must be evaluated. Therefore, compared to the J-integral method, not only is the accuracy of the present method very high, but in terms of computational modeling and analysis, it is much more efficient.

5. Results and discussion

The method presented here has been applied to two mixed mode crack problems with different material properties. The engineering constants of the selected materials for the analysis are shown in Table 1. Materials 1 and 2 are isotropic where \( \mu_1=\mu_2=i \). Material 3 is Graphite-epoxy with \( E_1/E_2=12.37, \ G_{12}/E_2=0.82 \) and \( \nu_{12}=0.21 \). For Material 4 the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio were fixed and Young’s moduli were calculated as a function of the parameter \( \phi=E_1/E_2 \). The roots of the characteristic equation of materials 3 and 4 are purely imaginary. Material 5[31] has complex roots where \( E_1=E_2, \ G_{12}/E_2=2.94 \) and \( \nu_{12}=0.845 \). In order to examine the effect of the shear modulus on the crack kink angle the fictitious material 5b was used. This material has similar engineering constants to material 5, except its shear modulus is \( G_{12}/E_2=1.05 \).

The above materials were selected because the roots of their characteristic equations fall into one or other of the following categories: a) pure imaginary and equal, b) pure imaginary and unequal or c) complex.

It should be noted that every component is being treated as a lamina that has four engineering constants, \( E_1, \ E_2, \ G_{12} \) and \( \nu_{12} \) with a lamina orientation angle of zero. When the fibre orientation is greater than zero the equivalent engineering constants are determined and
subsequently used in the analysis. Here, an isotropic material is assumed as if it is anisotropic \[ E_1 = E_2, G_{12} = 0.5E_1(1 + \nu_{12}) \]. In each case the meshes were refined to assure the convergence of the solution. The results include the crack kink angle and/or the crack propagation path of a rectangular plate having a central slant crack or a curve crack subject to tension. Different material properties, crack inclination angles or arc angles are studied. The main objective has been to investigate the accuracy of the present method and also to investigate the effect of material anisotropy on the crack kink angle and propagation path using the boundary element shape sensitivities coupled with an optimization algorithm.

Figs. 4-5 show a rectangular plate with a central slant crack or a circular arc crack subject to the uniform tensile stress \( (\sigma) \) applied to the ends of each plate, respectively. The SIFs or SERRs of these examples for different anisotropic material properties obtained using the boundary element shape sensitivities were presented in Ref.[3]. Here, each model was divided into two sub-regions and the BE mesh of each region consisted of 60-70 elements.

Early contribution to the solution of the centre slant cracked plate under biaxial loading belongs to Erdogan and Sih [8] who obtained the crack kink angle based on the MTS criterion. Their predictions were compared with their experimental results on the pleglass sheets. Williams and Ewing [32] performed additional work and their experimental results showed that the inclusion of the non-singular term in the series expansion for the stress distribution around the crack tip can produce an improved correlation with the predicted values of the crack kink angle and the critical SIF. In particular, for the region \( 50^\circ < \phi < 90^\circ \), where various theories differ. In their analytical approach, Williams and Ewing modified the MTS theory of Erdogan and Sih [8], taking account of terms in the series expansion as well as the singular term, as discussed by Cotterell [33]. Williams and Ewing [32] reported that at \( \phi = 90^\circ \) the crack kink angle tends to be -90.0° and not -70.5° as predicted by Erdogan and Sih [8].

Later, Sih proposed the S-criterion. Based on this criterion, a crack grows in the direction of minimum strain energy density or when the SIF reaches a critical value. The strain energy density in the vicinity of the crack tip (Fig. 1) for an isotropic material is given by [9]

\[
\frac{dE}{dV} = \frac{1}{\pi r} \left( b_{11} K_{I}^{2} + 2b_{12} K_{I} K_{II} + b_{22} K_{II}^{2} + b_{33} K_{III}^{2} \right) + (\text{non-singular terms})
\]

where \( b_{ij}(i,j=1,2) \) depends on the material properties and the polar angle \( \theta \) [9]. Therefore, the strain energy density function has a \( (1/r) \) singularity at the crack tip. Hence, he proposed that the expression
\[ S = \left( b_1 K_I^2 + 2b_{12} K_I K_{II} + b_{22} K_{II}^2 + b_{33} K_{III}^2 \right)/\pi \]  

(19)

represents the intensity of the strain energy density field in the vicinity of the crack tip. Based on this theory, the stationary values of \( \theta_0 \) are related to the crack angle \( \beta \) by the following equation [9],

\[ 2(1-2\nu)\sin(\theta_0 - 2\beta) - 2\sin[2(\theta_0 - \beta)] - \sin^2 \theta_0 = 0. \]  

(20)

where \( \beta \) is the direction of the crack surface with respect to the y-axis, \( \beta = 90 - \varphi \). It should be noted noted that \( K_{III} \) is equal to zero for mixed mode I-II loading.

Here, the crack kink angle of a central slant crack of length \( a/w=0.4 \) in a rectangular steel plate of height to width ratio of \( h/w=2 \) subjected to tension (\( \sigma \)) is determined. The crack is inclined with the angle of \( \varphi = 45^\circ \) with respect to the x axis. This plate was also analysed in ABAQUS benchmarks manual [34]. In Abaqus/Standard they provide three criteria for only homogeneous, isotropic linear elastic materials: the MTS criterion, the Max. SERR criterion, and the \( K_{II} = 0 \) criterion [35], which implies that at the crack tip \( K_{II} \) is zero as the crack extends.

ABAQUS results using the J-integral method and based on the above three criteria are shown in Table 2. This table also shows the present results when the objective function is the Max. SERR or MTS, respectively, where good agreement can be observed.

This case study is used to verify the accuracy of the optimization algorithm. Since the crack kink angle is the only variable, a series of analyses have been performed by just changing the crack kink angle or polar angle(\( \theta_0 \)), between 0 and -90 degrees, with \( \bar{a} = 0.007w \), and keeping the other geometrical constraints fixed. For each geometry, the derivative of the elastic compliance with respect to the crack extension at the tip of the new crack has been computed. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the SERR with respect to the crack kink angle (-\( \theta_0 \)) when \( \varphi = 45^\circ \). It can be observed that the objective function SERR is unimodal and has a stationary condition when \( \theta_0 \) is between -50 and -60 degrees. The corresponding result obtained using the GSM is \(-54.31^\circ\) which is shown in the square brackets in the legend section of Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 also shows similar results for the crack inclination angles of \( \varphi = 15^\circ \)and \( \varphi = 30^\circ \), respectively. The crack kink angles obtained, using the optimization algorithm, are (-22.88\(^\circ\)) and (-38.74\(^\circ\)), respectively, which agree very well with the corresponding stationary points for \( \theta_0 \) shown on the graph. It can also be observed that for the three crack inclination angles, the
angle of each new crack with respect to the x-axis is varying between (-8°) and (-9°). Therefore, the crack surface almost branches normal to the applied load direction.

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the crack kink angle (θ₀) vs crack inclination angle(φ) of the above isotropic plate, where φ varies between 5 and 70 degrees. The results are computed based on the Max. SERR and MTS criteria. For the MTS criterion, the same optimization algorithm has been employed except the maximum tangential stress near the crack tip is considered as the objective function. It can be observed that for φ ≤ 45° both criteria almost predict identical values for the initial crack kinking angle while for φ ≥ 45° the predictions are slightly different.

Fig. 7 also shows the results obtained for an infinite plate with a central slant crack based on the S-criterion using equation (20)[9], which relatively shows a good agreement.

Next, the present method is used to simulate crack propagation path in a rectangular titanium plate (Material No. 2) with a central slant crack subject to tension and comparing the results with the corresponding experimental results reported in Ref.[36]. In Ref.[36] two centre crack specimens were tested, designated CGS-04 and CGS-05, having crack angles of φ=47° and 60°, respectively. Each specimen was cycled to final fracture at a constant load range, and the position (x and y) of the crack tip was measured between load intervals at both sides of the initial slot. The crack paths, represented at a series of straight line increments for the period of crack growth in which the crack surface remained normal to the thickness of the specimen were sketched. Using their published crack growth data, their experimental crack propagation path for the right side of the crack specimen CGS-04(φ=47°) is plotted on Fig. 8, where a/w=0.176 and h/w=4. Fig.8 also shows the results of the current study after 20 increments, where excellent agreement can be observed. The present crack growth data including the angle of each crack surface with respect to the x-axis and the previous crack surface, respectively, with the incremental crack extension of δa=0.007w are shown in Table 3. As shown, the initial crack kink angle predicted by the current study is -56.12°, while -54.0° was the experimental result reported in Ref.[36].

Next, the effect of material anisotropy on the crack kink angle and growth path of a plate with the central slant crack was examined. For the sake of comparison, the steel plate which was studied earlier [a/w=0.4 and h/w=2] but with graphite-epoxy material property (material No. 3) was analysed. Here, the results of two different fibre orientation angles are presented, ψ=0° and 90°, respectively. For each fibre angle, the crack inclination angles of 15°, 30° and
45° were tested. A series of analyses were performed by just changing the crack kink angle between 0 and -90 degrees. For each geometry, the derivative of the elastic compliance with respect to the crack extension at the tip of the new crack or SERR was computed. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the SERR with respect to the crack kink angle (θ₀) for the crack inclination angles of 15°, 30° and 45°, respectively. Therefore, either the fibres were placed along the load direction (ψ = 90°) or perpendicular to it (ψ = 0°). It can be observed that for each crack inclination angle the stationary value of θ₀ when (ψ = 90°) is higher than the corresponding value when (ψ = 0°). Using the optimization algorithm, the crack kink angles for each case was also determined. For the crack inclination angles of 45°, 30°, 15°, when ψ = 90°, the kink angles were -50.60°, -33.65°, -15.99°, while for ψ = 0°, the kink angles were -58.88°, -39.88° and -26.24°, respectively. Similar results were obtained for the intermediate values of ψ between 0 and 90, but for the sake of brevity these are not presented here. However, for each fibre angle, the trend of variation of SERR vs (θ₀) was similar to the curves shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the variation of the crack kink angle (θ₀) vs crack inclination angle (φ) of the graphite-epoxy plate, for ψ = 0° and 90°, respectively. For the sake of comparison, the results of the steel plate, based on the Max. SERR criterion, which were presented in Fig. 7, are also included in Fig. 10. It can be observed that the trends of variation of (θ₀) vs (φ) for steel and the graphite-epoxy (when ψ = 90°) plates are similar, but the predicted kink angles for the steel plate are positioned between the corresponding values for the graphite-epoxy plate when ψ = 0° and 90, respectively. When ψ = 0° and 20° < φ < 40°, the predicted kink angles of the steel and graphite-epoxy are almost the same, although their overall trends of variations are different.

Next, the effect of fibre orientation angle (ψ) on the crack kink angle (θ₀) of the above graphite-epoxy plate for the crack inclination angle of φ = 45° was examined. Fig. 11 shows the change of (θ₀) with respect to the fibre angle (ψ). It can be seen that the overall change of (θ₀) is about 8 degrees, from -58.88° to -50.60°, when ψ is changing from 0 to 90 degrees. It can be observed that for 0° < ψ < 20° there is a small drop of (θ₀) and for 20° < ψ < 50°, (θ₀) is almost independent of the fibre angle. Finally, (θ₀) has a sharp drop when ψ > 50°. This may be because when the fibre angle is less that the crack angle, the variation (θ₀) vs ψ is almost negligible. This would require further investigation.
Next, the above plate with material No. 4 is tested, where \( E_1 = G_{12} (\phi + 2\nu_{12} + 1) \), the shear modulus, \( G_{12} \), and the Poisson’s ratio, \( \nu_{12} \), have fixed values of 6GPa and 0.03, respectively. The parameter \( \phi = E_1/E_2 \) varies from 0.1 to 4.5. Fig. 12 shows the crack kink angle \( (\theta_0) \) vs crack inclination angle \( (\psi) \) of the plate, for \( \phi = 0.1 \) and 4.5, respectively. The results of the steel plate which were presented in Fig. 7, are also included in Fig. 12. It can be observed that for \( \phi = 0.1 \), when \( E_2 >> E_1 \), the trend of variation is almost the same as the graphite-epoxy having fibres along the load direction (Fig.10). In Fig. 12 the curve of \( \phi = 4.5 \) is located beneath the steel curve, indicating that when \( E_1 >> E_2 \) the kink angles are slightly higher than the corresponding values of the steel plate.

Fig. 13 shows the variation of the crack kink angle \( (\theta_0) \) vs the parameter \( (\phi) \) for the crack inclination angles of 15°, 30° and 45°, respectively. For \( \phi > 1.0 \), the kink angle is almost independent of \( \phi \) and for \( \phi < 1.0 \), the effect of \( \phi \) on the crack kink angle is apparent. It can be concluded that for materials 3 and 4, the crack kink angle \( (\theta_0) \) was mainly influenced by the ratio of the equivalent Young’s modulus perpendicular and along the load direction \( (E_x/E_y) \), respectively. When \( E_x/E_y = 1.0 \), the anisotropic material behaved almost the same as the isotropic plate.

The results for material No. 5 when \( E_x/E_y = 1.0 \) but having high values of the shear modulus and the Poisson’s ratio, 55.6GPa and 0.845, respectively, are also included in Fig. 12. It can be observed that for this material although \( E_x/E_y \) is equal to 1.0, the high values of the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio have influenced the variation of \( (\theta_0) \) vs \( (\psi) \).

Next, the crack propagation paths of the steel and graphite-epoxy plates are compared. The analysis was performed for a crack inclination angle of 45° with the crack extension increment \( \Delta a = 0.007w \). The analysis was performed in 25 increments. Fig. 14 shows the propagation path for the right side of the crack of each plate. It can be seen that the crack growth of the steel plate is almost identical to the Titanium plate which was studied earlier (Fig. 8). The crack growth path of the graphite epoxy plate when \( \psi = 0 \) was nearly parallel to the fibre direction and almost normal to the direction of the applied load. However, for the graphite-epoxy plate when \( \psi = 90^\circ \), after a few increments the crack growth path was gradually deflected towards the fibre direction. The deformed shape of the plate, scaled up by a factor of 9, is also shown in Fig. 14. Although, for the graphite-epoxy plate when \( \psi = 0 \), initially the branching angle was slightly higher than the corresponding value when \( \psi = 90 \), the crack grew parallel to the stiffer material direction. It was observed that for \( \psi = 90 \), the parent crack was
gradually turning towards the fibres which were parallel to the direction of the applied load. Similar results for the crack inclination angle of $\varphi=30$ are shown in Fig. 15, where similar trends of variations can be seen.

In order to apply the current method for the curved crack geometries, the problem of a circular arc crack with the semi-angle of $\beta$ in a rectangular plate (h/w=2, r/w=0.4) subject to tension is analysed, as shown in Fig. 5. First, it is assumed that the material of the plate is isotropic, such as steel (material No.1). Fig.16 shows the variation of the crack kink angle $\left(\theta_0\right)$ vs crack semi-angle $\left(\beta\right)$ based on the MSERR and MTAS criteria. The results show that for small crack semi-angles ($\beta<15^\circ$) both theories give almost identical results. However, when ($\beta>15^\circ$), the MTS theory predicts slightly higher branching angles with respect to the Max. SERR theory. It can also be seen that the crack kink angle has almost a linear variation with respect to the crack semi-angle when calculated based on the Max. SERR theory.

Fig. 17 shows similar results obtained for the same plate with material numbers 3, 4, 5, and 5b respectively, based on the Max. SERR criterion. The results for the steel plate have also been included in Fig. 17. For the graphite-epoxy material, the fibre angles of $\psi=0^\circ$ and $\psi=90^\circ$ are considered while for material No. 4 the parameter $\phi$ is selected to be 0.1 and 4.5, respectively. The elastic constants of materials 5 and 5b are identical, except the shear moduli which are 55.6GPa and 20GPa, respectively. Fig. 17 shows that the effect of material anisotropy on the crack kink angles of curve cracks is less apparent. However, by comparing the results of materials 5 and 5b, it can be observed that in this case the shear modulus has a great effect on the crack kink angle.

Fig. 18 shows the propagation paths for the right side of the crack of the steel plate and plate with the material No. 5, for the crack semi-angle of $60^\circ$ with the crack extension increment of $\alpha=0.007w$ which was kept constant. The analysis was performed in 25 increments. For the first few increments, both cracks had similar growth while they gradually branched at different directions. For both materials $E_1 = E_2$, therefore, the difference between the crack propagation paths is due to the different values of shear moduli and Poisson’s ratios. For steel, $\frac{G_{12}}{E_2} = 0.38, \nu_{12} = 0.3$ whereas for material No. 5, $\frac{G_{12}}{E_2} = 2.94, \nu_{12} = 0.84$. The deformed shape of the plate, scaled up by a factor of 9, is also shown on Fig. 18.

It should be noted that Ref. [37] is a recent article in which the prediction of the crack kinking angle in brittle, isotropic and homogeneous materials is discussed.
Early application of the BEM involving interactions of multiple cracks and rigid lines representing fibres dates back to 1990s [38-41]. The modelling of crack and fibre interactions is essential for a comprehensive model of damage in composites. However, the present study focuses on the crack growth of a lamina at the macro scale where the equivalent engineering constants are used for the analysis. At present, the most common method used in industry for the crack analysis is the J-Integral in-conjunction with the FEM. The application of the J-integral with the BEM will reduce the time of modelling and analysis but would still require the calculation of stresses and strains at a series of internal points around the crack for evaluation of the path-independent integrals. Using the boundary element shape sensitivities with the design variables which represent the crack surfaces, the computational efficiency will be greatly improved.

It should be mentioned that the Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) is widely used for computing SERR. It was originally proposed by Rybicki and Kanninen [42] for 2D crack problems and was then extended to 3D by Shivakumar et al [43]. In Refs.[5-6] the VCCT with FEM was used by the author to calculate SERR for delaminated composite cylindrical shells in which the direction of crack growth was already available.

The novelty of the present work lies in the coupling of an optimization technique with crack shape sensitivity analysis for the prediction of crack growth, using the BEM.

6. Conclusion

Following a brief review of the mathematical basis of the BIE method for multi-region domains, analytical differentiation of the BIE with respect to the positions of the boundary nodes was discussed. It was shown how the length of a crack of arbitrary shape can be treated as the shape design variable and using the boundary element shape sensitivities the J₁-integral or SERR for two-dimensional anisotropic elastic solids can be determined. The prediction of the crack kink angle and propagation path using the boundary element shape sensitivities coupled with an optimization algorithm and an automatic mesh generator was explained in detail. The accuracy and efficiency of the method in calculating the Max. SERR at the tip of the existing crack and the new cracks during the period of crack growth was demonstrated. The results show that although the SIF is of fundamental importance in the prediction of brittle failure using linear elastic fracture mechanics, for composite laminates, the direct evaluation of the SERR would easily characterise their crack instability and propagation path. In contrast to the J-integral method which would require the computation of stresses and strains at a series of internal points around the crack for evaluation of the path-independent
integrals, here the $J_1$ or SERR values are evaluated by direct differentiation of the BIE. Therefore, for the same number of elements, not only is the accuracy of the present method very high, but in terms of computational modelling and analysis, it is much more efficient.

The optimization algorithm was validated using the test cases with known analytical and or experimental solutions. Two example problems with various crack orientation angles having five different material properties are analysed. The isotropic materials were treated as if they were anisotropic. It was shown that for materials that have a plane with a lower stiffness than other planes, crack may be deflected towards such weak plane or depending on the loading condition, a crack may grow parallel to the stiffer material direction.

Here, during the incremental crack growth, it is assumed that the applied loads are large enough so that the fracture criterion holds. On the other hand, for a fibre-reinforced composite the strengths and stiffnesses in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the fibre are not the same. Therefore, by addition of appropriate constraints to the optimization algorithm, to represent the above properties, more accurate and reliable predictions of the crack growth of a composite structure subject to various loading conditions can be made.

Due to the flexibility of the present method, the future studies should cover the crack kink and propagation analysis of multiple curved cracks, and bi-material interface cracks in composites using the boundary element shape sensitivities.
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Table 1 Elastic properties of the selected materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Elastic properties</th>
<th>( E_L ) GPa</th>
<th>( E_T ) GPa</th>
<th>( \nu_{LT} )</th>
<th>( G_{LT} ) GPa</th>
<th>Complex parameters</th>
<th>( \mu_1 )</th>
<th>( \mu_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>200.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>76.92</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>115.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>44.23</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Graphite-epoxy</td>
<td>144.8</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>0.951i</td>
<td>3.696i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hypothetical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1≤( \phi )≤4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( E_L = G_{LT} \left( \phi + 2\nu_{LT} \right) + 1.0 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For ( \phi = 0.1, )</td>
<td>( E_L/\phi )</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>0.3162i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ref.[31]</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>-0.915+0.403i</td>
<td>0.915+0.403i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>-0.828+0.560i</td>
<td>0.828+0.560i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Crack kink angle of a steel plate with a centre slant crack subject to tension

\([a/w=0.4, \ h/w=2, \ \phi=45^\circ]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>ABAQUS[30]</th>
<th>Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. tangential stress</td>
<td>-52.41°</td>
<td>-54.89°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max strain energy release rate</td>
<td>-55.76°</td>
<td>-54.31°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{II}=0. )</td>
<td>-56.12°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Crack growth data for a rectangular Titanium plate with a central slant crack subject to tension \([a/w=0.176, h/w=4, \varphi=47^\circ, \bar{a} = 0.007w]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increment No.</th>
<th>(\varphi) [degrees] (with respect to the x axis)</th>
<th>(\Theta_0) [degrees] (With respect to the previous crack surface)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-9.12</td>
<td>-56.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-7.69</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-7.93</td>
<td>-8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-7.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-7.08</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-6.86</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-6.70</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-6.65</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-6.59</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-6.33</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-6.22</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-6.20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-6.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-5.70</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-5.61</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-5.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-5.31</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-5.11</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-4.92</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1 General crack body under mixed-mode loading
Fig. 2a Initiation of an infinitesimally small kink BC from the main crack AB
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BEM stress analysis of the cracked structure

BEM sensitivity analysis and calculation of SERR for an incremental crack extension

Automatic re-meshing

Convergence

Yes

Release of the sticking boundary elements along the crack path, update of the crack geometry and automatic re-meshing

Yes

Convergence

Yes

No

Fig. 3 Flow diagram for the simulation of crack growth
Figure 4 Central slant crack in a rectangular plate subject to tension

Fig. 5 A circular arc crack in an infinite plate subject to tension
Fig. 6 Variation of the SERR with respect to the crack kink angle for different central slant angles (φ) in the plate subject to tension for material No. 1 [h/w = 0.4, h/w = 2.0]

* The kink angles inside the square brackets are obtained using the optimization program.
Fig. 7 Crack kink angle vs crack inclination angle of the steel plate with the central slant crack 
\[ a/w=0.4, h/w=2 \]

- Present (Max SERR criterion)
- Present (MTS criterion)
- For an infinite plate based on S criterion [9]
Fig. 8 Crack propagation path in a titanium plate with a central slant crack subject to tension \([\phi=47^\circ, a/w=0.176, h/w=4]\), material No. 2.
Fig. 9 Variation of the SERR with respect to the crack kink angle for different central slant angles ($\varphi$) in the plate subject to tension for material No 3 [a/w=0.4, h/w=2.0]

- $\varphi=45^\circ[\theta_0=-58.86^\circ]$, $\psi=0$.
- $\varphi=45^\circ[\theta_0=-50.60^\circ]$, $\psi=90$.
- $\varphi=30^\circ[\theta_0=-39.88^\circ]$, $\psi=0$.
- $\varphi=30^\circ[\theta_0=-33.63^\circ]$, $\psi=90$.
- $\varphi=15^\circ[\theta_0=-26.24^\circ]$, $\psi=0$.
- $\varphi=15^\circ[\theta_0=-15.99^\circ]$, $\psi=90$.

*The kink angles inside the square brackets are obtained using the optimization program.
Fig. 10 Crack kink angle vs crack inclination angle of the plate with the central slant angle for the steel and graphite-epoxy plates
Fig. 11 Variation of the kink angle with respect to the fibre orientation angle for the crack inclination angle of \( \varphi=45^\circ \) \([a/w=0.4, h/w=2]\) for the graphite-epoxy plate.
Fig. 12 Crack link angle vs crack inclination angle of the plate with the central slant angle for different material properties, [a/w = 0.4, h/w = 2]
Fig. 13 Crack kink angle vs parameter $\phi = E_1/E_2$ for different crack inclination angles of the plate with the central slant crack, material No. 4.
Fig. 14 Crack propagation path in a plate with a central slant crack with steel and graphite-epoxy material properties [$q=45^\circ$, $a/w=0.4$, $h/w=2$]
Fig. 15 Crack propagation path in a plate with a central slant crack with steel and graphite-epoxy material properties \([\phi=30^\circ, a/w=0.4, h/w=2]\)
Fig. 16 Crack kink angle($\theta$) vs crack semi-angle($\beta$) for a steel plate with a central arc crack($v/w=0.4, h/w=2$)
Fig. 17 Crack kink angle vs crack inclination angle of the plate with the central arc crack for different material properties
Fig. 18 Crack propagation path in a plate with a central arc crack with material Nos 1 and 5

\[ r/w = 0.4, \ h/w = 2, \ \beta = 60^\circ \]